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We live in a time when we need to look after the earth and protect
it. But can we protect her without destroying it? This is what
Disobedient Sheep Cracked Version is all about. We hope you can
see the appeal of a game about sheep and dogs that's about so
much more than just a baa. We've been designing this game since
we were kids ourselves, back in our dusty-old learning-room in
London. It's an inside joke to us, but you get to be in on the secret.
The game is about how everything can start out small and cute,
and how you can change it until it becomes something else entirely.
From a puppy that loves his home-loo to a boisterous bulldog that's
lost its home, and anything in between. We hope this game is a
game about family that was made by family for their friends - a
game that you'll want to find out what happens when everyone
lives happily ever after. We've come a long way from the beginning
and we hope you will enjoy this lovable and unusual sheep game.
Features Up to four players across two to four controller sharing
modes Break out your notebook and take notes while playing Four
game-modes: Endless: Walk across a flat landscape for as long as
you want. Try to get as far as you can. Time Trial: Compete to see
how long you can hold out without dying. King of the Hill: Find an
opponent and claim their territory. Keep the area you have, but
your opponents can try to take it away. Versus: Compete to see
who can drive their opponent’s sheep into a trap! Careful and
competitive AI play on all modes Autoplay modes with goals and
achievements Challenge your high-scores in a time trial, or hold out
for as long as possible in Endless mode. Leaderboards Controller
sharing Challenge your high-scores in a time trial, or hold out for as
long as possible in Endless mode. Leaderboards Controller sharing
Careful and competitive AI play on all modes Autoplay modes with
goals and achievements Challenge your high-scores in a time trial,
or hold out for as long as possible in Endless mode. Leaderboards
Controller sharing Careful and competitive AI play on all modes
Autoplay modes with goals and achievements Challenge your high-
scores

Disobedient Sheep Features Key:
Simple controls for an easy one-finger game.
Multiple large stages.
Tons of unique enemies.
Fill the meter to unleash incredible items.
Fun gameplay. Simple controls, insane fun.

Join the fight against Moosh the evil sheep with
multiple large stages.

The world of the War Grimm is dying. Sheep are disappearing and no one
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has any answers why. An evil sheep, Moosh, started this war and now it's
up to you to stop him. You will explore large stages filled with monsters
and imbeciles, by controlling a sheep hero.

Do you have what it takes to become the strongest sheep?

Follow the rules of a simple game play without
annoying controls.

This game will get very difficult. You have no second chances on mistakes
and will have to be careful at all times. That's the challenge of this simple
game. Avoid pain for your multiple lives and enjoy the nice music.

Kill all the enemies and become the strongest Sheep!

Multiple levels with bonus items to discover will keep you entertained for
hours. You have to be very careful now.

Remember the countdown meter? It's your lifeline. Save it as best as
possible because no one can ever beat the last level.

Embark on the epic adventure and become the
strongest Sheep!

Collect coins as best as possible and fill the meter to unleash powerful
items. Accomplish challenging objectives and prevent the enemies from
reaching the goal.

Finish all the stages to get the gold medal.

Ready for the first, second and later stages?

You can collect a lot of items in secret. Don’t forget to keep an eye out on
the power meter.

A little twist to each floor of the challenge!

There are some floors with some bonus items that you can unlock after
collecting them. Collect some and be sure to go to the next floor.
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